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Within this package you will gain access to 11 unique training videos which
between them contain just over eleven hours of easy to follow step by step
training in all areas of clinical hypnosis, therapeutic suggestion work,
hypnotherapy, NLP and related psychological treatment strategies and
techniques.

You will become a fly on the wall during two complete one day master classes
that celebrity mind therapist Dr. Jonathan Royle ran at the True Serenity Natural
Healing Centre in Castleton, Greater Manchester (England).

Indeed you will witness Royle conducting actual treatment sessions on REAL
PEOPLE who all have REAL PROBLEMS & ISSUES and all of whom are
successfully treated within a single session.

Observing Royle at work and discovering how he structures every therapy
session to GUARANTEE SUCCESS is worth its weight in gold to any
hypnotherapy or NLP practitioner including those who have been doing it for
years...

There are numerous very good reasons why Royle is able to charge dramatically
more than the vast majority of other so called "hypnotherapists" for his unique
sessions of "Complete Mind Therapy" and all of those reasons are laid bare and
exposed in great detail during these master class sessions with the man himself.

Not only does Royle reveal every single therapy treatment strategy and
technique that he has ever used on a regular basis, but also he teaches you how
to adapt these to each individual client to ensure maximum success in minimum
time.

He also teaches you exactly how to start getting a regular stream of high paying
clients and ultimately how to start making big money from the world of
hypnotherapy & NLP.

The exact pre-talk, suggestibility exercises, hypnotic inductions, deepeners,
awakeners and all of his real world, tried, tested and proven to consistently work
treatment techniques are all demonstrated and carefully taught in a simple step
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by step easy to follow manner within this bumper package.

To say that Royle "thinks outside of the box" would be a massive
understatement, the truth is he destroyed the box and then rebuilt it from scratch
for maximum stability and success.

Quite simply if you want to become the most powerful, confident, competent and
truly successful hypnotherapy and positive psychological change practitioner that
you could ever become THEN YOU NEED TO STUDY THESE VIDEOS AND
LEARN FROM A TRUE MASTER...

These are often unique and truly eye opening, yet PROVEN TO WORK
approaches, protocols, techniques and strategies, the likes of which you will not
find being taught by any of Royle's so called competitors.

Apply what you learn from these videos into your practice and your success is
GUARANTEED.
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